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My Charmed Life at Stalingrad, 1942
This game uses the historical battle of Stalingrad (the largest and bloodiest battle in the history of
warfare) as the basic setting. However, the game is not about combat; it is about physical and mental
survival in a combat zone as a non-combatant. Characters are Russian civilians who were unable to flee
and are unsuitable to serve in the armed forces.
The history of the battle of Stalingrad is well researched and documented. From the vantage point of
decades, the general outline and processes of the battle are intelligible. For the non-combatant
participants, probably this was not so. Probably the battle was more or less incomprehensible from the
street-level point of view - a series of random and horrible events mingled with a huge portion of rumor
and uncertainty. This game assumes the latter type of experience; interested players may utilize any
amount of knowledge or various external sources to enhance the historicity of play but this is not
required. Wikipedia has a good article.
The game can use a traditional Referee, or alternately players can take rotating turns performing the
Referee responsibilities for each Scenario. If players are rotating Referee responsibilities, the Referee’s
Character is assumed to be “surviving somewhere else” for that Scenario and will rejoin the party for the
next Scenario (the Referee’s Character cannot accrue advantages beyond survival while sitting out).
Rotating responsibilities is recommended for experienced roleplayers, especially because the occasional
jarring differences between Referee styles of play help in this case simulate the uncertainties of war.
The game is played in one Campaign containing six Scenarios. Each Scenario is built from a Scene and a
Theme. The Scene is set for every Scenario. The Theme is set for the first and the last Scenario; the
middle four Scenarios have a variable Theme selected by the Referee from a list provided.
Each Scenario has a standard play framework:
The Referee introduces the Scene and the selected Theme Strand, providing the basic background of a)
what’s going on in the city in general, and b) what’s going on in the group of Characters. While the
Scene is a general historical event that impacts overall life in Stalingrad, the Theme is a specific element
that shapes the Scene for the Characters. The Characters must survive the Scene but should react to the
Theme. The Scene represents the mechanical aspects of the game; the Theme represents the roleplaying
aspects of the game.
Each Theme has two Theme Strands – these are “opposite sides of the same coin.” The Referee selects
one Theme Strand from the pair to open the Scenario and uses the other Theme Strand to close the
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Scenario.
The characters then play the Scenario as a traditional roleplaying experience. The Referee should
impose about five confrontational situations that will require game system (dice) resolution, and
also should craft a general experience based around the interaction of the Scene and, especially, the
Theme.
The Referee concludes the Scenario by introducing the second Theme Strand that provides narrative
resolution to the Scene. Players are free to assist in this conclusion but final decisions remain with
the Referee.
The players use a simple majority vote process (openly or in private, as desired) to select a single
Character who best responded to the development of the Theme within the Scenario. The winning
Character receives a Charm.

Scenario 1 of 6 (Mid-August, 1942) – Scene and Theme: Borders
Scene:
Stalingrad sprawls in a thin line along the west bank of the Volga. The German army is approaching Stalingrad from the West. Those with means have fled
East, across the Volga. Now, Comrade Stalin has declared that citizens must remain in the city to encourage the fighting men and strengthen their resolve.
Under the iron fist of Commissar Khrushchev, crossing the Volga becomes impossible – it forms the impenetrable border that promises safety yet refuses to
yield it. The normal borders and restrictions of civilized life have dissolved. Now there are only those who desire to survive. The city is in crisis but not yet
destroyed; Stalin has completed the “harvest victory” of stripping the city of all significant stores (food, equipment, materials) so they will not be lost.
Theme Strands:
Borders #1: There it is – the Volga. Over on the East bank is freedom, safety, food, shelter. Over
here on the West bank is restriction, danger, hunger, exposure. There is no way across.
Borders #2: The rich and entitled have fled already; they have selfishly abandoned the city
without even token resistance. The remaining population represents true citizens who love
their country more than themselves. There is a place in the heart that is inviolable.
Scenario 1 is atypical because it focuses primarily on Character creation, itself an act of roleplaying.
During Scenario 1, players create their Characters. Characters have: a (Russian) name; some
personality details; a basic background; three things they’re good at; two things they’re afraid of;
and one thing they hold as a personal Goal. Characters are all assumed to have a burning, deeply
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held drive to survive at nearly any cost (there are no quitters here – at least none that will survive).
Characters may achieve their personal Goal during Scenarios 2 through 5 of the Campaign – the
Referee should allow a large degree of latitude in this; it should essentially be a player decision.
When and if a Character achieves their personal Goal they gain a Charm.
The game is not about combat; it is about physical and mental survival in a combat zone – but not as
a combat participant. Characters are Russian civilians who were unable to flee and are unable to
serve in the armed forces. The Russian army has conscripted all healthy individuals into the armed
forces, male or female, regardless of age or ability. Children as young as twelve are considered old
enough; adults as old as sixty are considered young enough. Characters should not be in that range
unless they have severe and obvious handicaps; characters are thus assumed to have no significant
physical abilities involving strength, reflexes, or fitness. They may be reasonable adept at sneaking,
hiding, or avoiding danger – but they won’t be fast, strong, or particularly resilient. Too, mothers
with babes-in-arms typically were not conscripted. In brief, Russians were conscripted unless they were obviously incapable of being useful to the armed forces
– Characters must thus be obviously incapable of being useful in combat preparations or, especially, operations.
Once Characters are created, the Referee explains how the characters have come together; this probably should involve mostly happenstance – the vagaries of
war. The players then introduce their Characters providing as much or as little information as they please. They must disclose at least one strength and one fear
and characterization should remain essentially positive and free of deliberate deception.
Typical Scenario 1 Situations


Characters must contend with being “thrown together” with members of various other social, religious, or economic classes – and then being forced
to rely on them for assistance and trust



Characters must respond to the probable loss of loved ones, family, and friends; the complete loss of all their worldly possessions



Characters must deal with a very uncertain future and their own frailty and limited ability to control their own destinies

Scenario 2 of 6 (August 23, 1942) – Scene: Destruction
Scene:
The German 6th Army, heavily supported by major elements of the Luftwaffe, launches a
massive campaign against the Russian 62nd and 64th Armies as they retreat into Stalingrad. An
estimated 90% of the physical city is reduced to rubble. During the Scenario, the characters
must successfully retreat through the combat zone and find what security they can in constantly
shrinking pockets of safety along the Volga.
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Typical Scenario 2 Situations


Characters must find enough food to survive



Characters must find some type of meaningful shelter – somewhere



Huge numbers of refugees of all types are competing with the Characters for everything



Thieves of all sorts are common – probably the norm



Continuous artillery barrages and aerial bombing are significant physical hazards

Scenario 3 of 6 (September 5-18, 1942) – Scene: Counterattack
& Failure
Scene:
On September 5th and again on the 18th the Russian forces launch massive counterattacks which are repulsed. In the period between the two major
counterattacks particularly savage fighting occurs throughout much of the city. Taking massive casualties and fearing complete collapse, many Russian
forces destroy any remaining food and ammunition and disperse.
Typical Scenario 3 Situations


Encountering German soldiers (they may range from disinterested but sympathetic to violently antagonistic)



Encountering Russian soldiers (they may range from sympathetic to fairly hostile or exploitative)



Encountering defeatist Russian soldiers
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Becoming accidentally entangled in a combat zone or intense firefight



Characters must find enough food to survive



Characters must find some type of meaningful shelter – somewhere

Scenario 4 of 6 (Mid-November, 1942) – Scene: Freezing
Scene:
Fearing a complete collapse of armed resistance, Russian Special Detachments commence major
executions to “improve morale” – thousands of defeatist Russian soldiers are executed. Combat
continues apace as the temperature plummets and winter weather strikes continuously with
increasing savagery. Snow flurries are constant, landmarks become obscured, basic clothing is insufficient, heating fuel is unobtainable, frozen corpses are
everywhere.
Typical Scenario 4 Situations


Freezing to death



Finding significant shelter from both the environment and physical hazards



Finding enough food to barely survive



Aerial bombing is an occasional but significant physical hazard



Encountering brutally unsympathetic Russian Special Detachments



Encountering defeatist and deserting Russian soldiers

Scenario 5 of 6 (November 19-23, 1942) – Scene: Operation
Uranus
Scene:
On November 19th the Russian armed forces execute Operation Uranus, a vast sweeping movement
that completely encircles the German forces by November 23rd. While at the moment of
encirclement the Germans control 90% of Stalingrad, two compressed pockets of Russians, driven
nearly into the Volga, have stood firm. As they days go by, German effort materially diminishes as
the encircled German army begins its own descent into starvation.
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Typical Scenario 5 Situations


Surrendering German soldiers (often on the brink of death from exposure or starvation)



A general feeling of Russian success – survival may be possible after all



Freezing to death; finding or retaining good shelter; finding enough food to survive
another day



Thinking about life after the war



Building goodwill with other survivors who may previously have been viewed as
competitors

Scenario 6 of 6 (Mid-February, 1943) – Scene and Theme:
Borders
Scene:
By February 20th the final German forces in the city have been mercilessly eliminated. The
Russian military machine moves westward. Stalingrad remains in ruins, devoid of anything
useful. An estimated 40,000 civilians have survived; the Volga is again opened and the battle is
over. The Scenario Referee should provide a concluding summarization of the character’s
improbable survival and the players then describe what their characters will do now that there
is little reason for them to remain together.
Theme Strands:
Borders #1: There it is – the Volga. For so long it has been right there, but completely beyond
reach. Now boats freely move back and forth, carrying soldiers, equipment, and even food.
Borders #2: After several months of good shelter and sufficient food there will be little outward
appearance that might suggest a Stalingrad survivor. Inside the heart, in the mind, is a
different story. Your story. You’ve crossed to a place beyond comprehension and you’ve
returned. But you still don’t know what it means – or even if it means anything. But
somehow you belong, now, and only others who also belong inside that border will ever
understand it.
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Variable Themes for Scenarios 2 through 5
There are four variable Themes in the game. Each Theme can be used only once, so every Theme
will be used in a single Scenario, from Scenario 2 through 5. Each Theme has two Strands –
complementary “sides to the same coin”. The Strands are related thematically and should serve the
bind together the events of the Scenario in a cohesive narrative development. It is primarily the
Referee’s responsibility in a Scenario is to ensure the Scene and the Theme Strands come together to
present a unique set of challenges and possibilities to the characters that develop into a cohesive
narrative.

Cut


Strand: A violent cut creates an opening through something; an incision; a wound



Strand: A cut removes a piece of something, severing it from the whole; a cut-away
piece

Echo


Strand: A sound - near and loud or distant and soft – that is repeated; artillery, bombs, screams



Strand: A close parallel of an idea, a feeling, or a style; an echo of something past

Smoke


Strand: This tell-tale visible evidence of fire and destruction; burning, ruin



Strand: Pleasant and relaxing times smoking tobacco; curing or preserving food; the hearth

Yarn


Strand: Pleasing, comfortable, and useful spun thread; warmth, home, and safety



Strand: A tall-tell; a rambling and implausible story; something improbably that is
wished to be true

Charm
A “Charm” is how the mechanical rules really set the Characters apart from the average Stalingrad
citizen. It gives Characters an edge that can be used to significantly enhance their chances of
survival. A Charm is “spent” during play and can be used only once (though additional Charms
might be acquired). A player can spend a Charm and gain one of two possible benefits: 1) all spent
dice are returned to the available pool, or 2) their character (only) experiences some type of
profound luck, “divine intervention”, precognition, hunch, or deep insight into some situation –
consistent with the character’s personality – that allows the character to automatically succeed at the
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task at hand (regardless of difficulty). This can extend backwards a few moments, as
well, such that a character could be caught in an explosion but “somehow” survive.
The player must explain how this miracle occurred – how their character is living a
charmed life. The use of Charms to “retcon” a situation is allowable to a certain
limited extent – the Referee should decide based primarily on narrative development
and significance.

Dice
At the beginning of each Scenario every player takes 1d6 and puts it into their
personal pool. Then 1d4, 1d6, and 1d8 for each character are put into an available
dice pool (a bowl works fine). Also, 2d10 and 1d12 are placed in the available dice
pool. The spent dice pool begins each Scenario empty.
Whenever a character attempts a dangerous or opposed action, the Referee will
announce a Target Difficulty. The player can choose to not attempt the action (though
narrative consequences may result). Alternately, the player can draw one or more
dice from the available dice pool and/or their personal dice pool and roll them,
summing the results and comparing the sum to the Target Difficulty. All dice must
be rolled at once, and all rolled dice are then discarded into the used dice pool
regardless of the roll’s outcome. If the player desires, one of the dice drawn from the
available dice pool can be moved into their personal dice pool instead of being rolled
(this allows individual players to fortify their characters at the party’s expense).
Assisting Another - If other Characters want to assist in an action, they may explain
how their assistance is useful and then provide a dice from their personal pool. If
their personal pool is empty, they may still provide a one point bonus. If a Character
is assisting in an area that they are good at, they may add an additional one point
bonus. The Referee must agree that their assistance makes sense and can be
accomplished but should err on the side of inclusion – the game should focus on
cooperative actions over individual actions whenever possible. Note that characters
may not assist if the action is in an area the character is afraid of.
If the Character attempting the action has a relevant area they are good at, they may add a one point bonus. If the referee determines the action is in an area the
character is afraid of, a two or three point penalty should be imposed.
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Suggested Target Difficulty ranges:
Daily “Routine” Action

Automatic Success

“Routine” Action with Minor Complication

1 (e.g., automatic success but a die must be spent)

Difficult Action

5

Dangerous Action

8

Completely Crazy Action

11+

As a general comment, the game is not about performing heroic actions or “storming the castle”; it’s about waging a daily fight of desperation in a heroic way.
The significance emerges over time. The heroes are made by surviving, not by leading the charge. A typical character faced with a “Completely Crazy Action”
choice probably should decline taking action. They might succeed, but the expenditure of dice from the available pool, representing the group’s future potential
to take action, likely is prohibitive. Most players probably will retain one or two dice in their personal pool as a sort of reserve. This of course is damaging to the
group as a whole. Particularly greedy Characters may not be retained by the group for the entire campaign; particularly selfless Characters may not survive.

Character Death
The game does not use a “hit point” or wound tracking mechanism. It is safe to assume that any significant injury is fatal. It is safe to assume that a Character
surviving a “close call” has survived essentially intact. Characters must avoid significant injury, find and retain critical shelter, and find “enough” food. The
game does not use a rigid bookkeeping method to track e.g. calories consumed
– characters are assumed to find enough to survive if their Scenario situations
are successfully navigated. This allows the game to focus on narrative
Character development in preference to mechanical tracking of administrivia.
However, the Referee must place difficult situations that require careful
resolution so the game does not become an excursion into shared storytelling.
If a Character is killed, the player is encouraged to create another Character and
continue in the game. The group and the Referee can easily explain a new
Character’s appearance in the chaos of war. In fact, a newly appearing
Character may well help clarify some apparently insoluble situation.
Players should bear in mind that about 160,000 civilians remained when battle
was joined. About one fourth were captured and deported to slavery by
German forces; about one fourth were killed; about one fourth fled; and about
one fourth survived. Surviving Stalingrad was not a likely outcome for
civilians – even though combatant casualties were much higher.
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Equipment
Characters need not focus excessively on possessions or equipment, but notable items may attain durable narrative significance. Characters may have a “hidey
hole”, or personal caché of food or other useful items. However, these “hidey hole” locations are not redoubts and are subject to random destruction or discovery
(and looting) by others. The narrative focus should remain on the Characters, not on their belongings. Likewise, a city map may be used for general purposes
but the focus of the game should not become memorizing locations or exploring particular streets, etc. Remember that the city is in ruins, most streets are not
particularly navigable (or even identifiable) and Characters that remain committed to certain “home” regions are unlikely to survive.

Hell is Other People
The Characters are likely to encounter large numbers of non-player characters. Typical encounters might include:
Russian Civilian Survivors – generally, these individuals will be much like the characters – very young, very old, very cold, near starvation, and desperate. Some
might be wicked thieves but most need not be. Most will be primarily concerned with themselves but some few may occasionally offer some food, a blanket, or
good advice. All will offer much gossip and rumor.
Russian Soldiers – generally, Russian soldiers will be concerned with combat operations. While they largely are sympathetic to civilians they are not particularly
positioned to help very much. Some few might act despicably, some might be quite desperate, but most will be more-or-less neutral and at least a few will be
helpful.
Russian Deserters – generally deserters will be a negative encounter.
Deserters are fleeing combat, trying to escape, knowingly under
penalty of death, and probably won’t have much compunction
about stealing food or clothing. While not inherently evil, they are
desperate and often selfish. Note that many may have quite valid
reasons for deserting. Desertion was a continuous problem for the
Russians throughout the entire battle (and, indeed, war).
Russian Special Detachments – these small groups of politicallymotivated soldiers generally will be unsympathetic. They are
charged with enforcing discipline which functionally means
shooting deserters. It is not a lifestyle that fosters humanity. They
are typically better supplied than other soldiers but simultaneously
less inclined to help civilians in a meaningful way. Often, they
view civilians as nuisances, shirkers, or even defeatist
collaborators. Officers are usually worse than enlisted though they
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also are more inclined to view things through the lens of formal
legality.
German Soldiers – generally, German soldiers will be mostly
disinterested in civilians. They are very unlikely to help in any way
but they also are unlikely to be deliberately antagonistic unless
offended or provoked. They will always expect prompt obedience
and may routinely rob civilians. Of course, civilians who appear to
pose a threat will be deemed combatants.
Nazi Soldiers – Nazi soldiers are ideologically motivated and view
Russians – civilians or otherwise – as undesirables that must and
should be eliminated without compunction. Encountering Nazis is
basically a death sentence. Because the game is not about Nazi
ideology, these encounters should be used very, very sparingly – if at
all.
Slovakian Soldiers – a fairly small number of committed Slovakian
soldiers fight alongside their German allies. They will occasionally be
faintly sympathetic to Russian civilians; they will almost never be
openly hostile to civilians. They may swap gossip during quiet
moments and may even trade food items or cigarettes. But if German
officers are nearby, their behavior may change suddenly. They
should not be mistaken for friends, however – they are committed
enemy combatants.

конец
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These people ‘round here
Wear beat down eyes sunk in smoke-dried faces;
They’re resigned to what their fate is...
—Dexy’s Midnight Runners, 1982
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